We say that a function f directly connects x{ to x¡ if x¡=f(xi) and that f connects xt to Xj if there is a sequence of directly connected points starting with x( going to x¡. Then the subset, F, consists of just those points that are connected to themselves. We say that a subset Z^Xis a tree rooted on a point xm if: (1) Jcm e X-Z, (2) x e Z implies x is connected to xm, and (3) no point in X-Z is connected to a point in Z. Clearly anyfe Fn connects some of the points into cycles and the remainder of the points into trees rooted on points in cycles.
Let ¿(n, m) denote the number of ways of connecting n points into trees rooted on m of the « points. Since Cn>m is the number of ways the root points may be chosen and m'T(n-m,i) is the number of ways the remaining points may be connected if exactly i of them are directly connected to the m roots, we have the recurrence relation, Given S>0 we first pick a k such that \er¡m¡i\<8 for />£ (Shepp and Lloyd [2] ) and then rewrite our limit as
Then since all terms in ß"(m +1) are positive, the right hand term of (B) is less than S. Since the first \/n-1 terms of ß"(«i+1) are always increasing, there exists a q such that k tf™^.<H<8 when nxjr. Letting ¿=max1sisf£ |er,m,i|> then when n>q, the left hand term of (B) is less than Ko, so that we have (A). Thus,
,im EF",t(lm) r
To calculate Qn(k) for k ^ 1 note that
where Skl is the Kronecker delta. Therefore , , y (»-1)!(»-J)jfc-1
The value of ßm (0) We have not found any asymptotic results for this sum when r^O. For values of« from 1 to 50 we compared the actual average length of the longest cycle to that predicted by the formula /ave = .7824816«1/2 + .104055 + .0652068«-1'2-.1052117«-1-r.0416667«-3/2 obtained by taking the first five terms in the expansion of GlpißB(2)+l/6. For «^5 the formula gave too low an answer. For 6á«g50 the formula gave too high an answer, with the maximum error of .00895 at «=24. Above «=24 the error slowly decreased to .00808 at n = 50.
